It is the focus ofattentionthat texture experiments deal with real samples which consist ofa finite number of crystallites of different size. Because of this the main sample-induced statistics (grain statistics and grain-size statistics) have essential influence on the quality of experimental data. This article quantitatively analyzes the dependence of the integral error on the parameters of the mentioned statistics and the approximation goodness.
INTRODUCTION
In texture measurements there exist several sources of statistical errors induced by the investigated sample. This article concentrates on two sources as the most interesting ones from the viewpoint of the author and Mucklich and Klimanek (1994):
Grain statistics arising when a sample with finite number of grains is taken for texture measurements from the sample multitude (e.g., a geological sample taken from a rock).
Grain-size statistics related to the distribution of grains over size or volume. (PFs) or the orientation distribution function (ODF).
The aim of this article is to show the impact of these two statistics on the quality of the measured texture data and reveal their relationship with an earlier introduced concept ofan "optimal" texture measurement (Luzin, 1997a) (7) is the volume fraction of grains with the poles )Tn E fj. The first term in (5) does not depend on the sample statistics and represents the approximation errors. The second term appears due to sample statistics. In the framework of an equal grain model (Vn V0, n 1,..., N, V NVo) for a sample consisting of N grains we get (Luzin, 1997a) R) 7 (9) Further, we assume that the grain volumes do not have constant value and are distributed with some distribution density p(w). fp(w)aw= 1. (10) Next, the purpose is to show how this assumption changes formula (8).
CALCULATION OF THE R-VALUE IN THE CASE OF THE GRAIN-VOLUME DISTRIBUTION
Ensuing analysis is connected with the distribution of the random variable
Here n is the integer number (n 1,..., N) and l, z,... ,ru are the independent random quantities identically distributed with the density p(x). For definiteness sake we take as this -distribution the gamma (I'(u) is the gamma function) with the following properties. The expec- (1 X) (N-n)u-0 X 1, (18) i.e. it is the beta distribution B(x,s, t) with the parameters s nu and (26) where (Wj} is a system of local supports in the orientational space.
AN EXAMPLE
The results obtained in the previous section can be applied for the evaluation of an optimal grid parameter (Luzin, 1997a) which minimizes the R-value when all other parameters are given. An equidistant measurement grid is taken and the system of local supports is chosen so that it makes the Dirichlet tesselation of the hemisphere related to the equidistant grid. The grain-volume distribution is the gamma distribution with the parameters a=0.8, v--1.28 and, consequently, 6=0.781. The distribution density of this distribution is shown in Fig. and is used in further numerical calculations. It is conventional to work mainly with the grain-size distribution. It can be recalculated from the grain-volume distribution with the help of the relation v as3, where v is the grain volume, s is the grain size, a is the constant which depends on the grain shape. Thus recalculated grain-size distribution is also shown in Fig. for For the described conditions the dependence of the R-value (for Pc00, cubic crystal symmetry) on the grid parameter A is presented in Fig. 3 Fig. 3 ). 4. When the grain-volume (-size) distribution is experimentally found, in (24) and (26) the mean (value) and the standard deviation can be used instead of the expectation and the dispersion, respectively.
